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We study the classical limit of the stationary scattering theory for a Schro dinger
operator in a compactly supported gauge field. We show that, under suitable
hypotheses on the associated classical flow, the scattering amplitude has a complete
asymptotic expansion in the semi-classical parameter, and we determine the main
term of this expansion.  1999 Academic Press
Contents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a compact connected Lie group, with Lie-algebra G. A gauge
field on Rn is a set of G-valued functions
A&=A& (x) : Rn  G, 0&n.
Let ? be an unitary irreducible representation of G, with derivative d?, on
a (finite dimensional ) Hilbert space H(?). We consider the minimal coupling
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quantum Hamiltonian for a particle of mass + in the gauge field A& ,
associated to the representation ?,
H, ?=&
1
2+
:
n
j=1 \

x j
&d?(A& (x))+
2
+
1
i
d?(A0 (x)), (1)
acting on the Hilbert space L2 (Rn; H(?)). It has been known for some time
that taking the semi-classical limit of (1) involves not only letting  tend to
0, but simultaneously letting the representation ? ‘‘tend to infinity,’’ by tak-
ing for ? an irreducible representation with maximal weight proportional
to 1, while replacing A& by A& . We refer to the papers by Hogreve,
Potthoff, and Schrader [9], Schrader and Taylor [23, 24], Lieb [14],
Simon [26], Guillemin and Uribe [7], and Taylor and Uribe [28], mostly
related to the study of the discrete spectrum of the operators (1).
In this paper we will concern ourselves with the continuous spectrum
of H, ? . We fix an irreducible representation ?1 , of G, with maximal
weight l0 (with respect to some maximal torus T of G) satisfying a certain
technical condition (22) below. For each integer m1 we let ?m be the
irreducible representation of G with maximal weight ml0 , acting on the
Hilbert space Hm . We put =1m, ?=?m and replace A& by m&1A& in (1),
and consider the following family of operators on Rn:
Pm=&
1
2m2
:
n
j=1 \

x j
&d?m (Aj (x))+
2
+
1
im
d?m (A0 (x)). (2)
We will study the limit of the scattering amplitude of the operators (2) as
m  , assuming the A& ’s to be smooth and of compact support. For this
we will need the classical analogue of (2), which we describe next. Let 0
denote the co-adjoint orbit in G* of the maximal weight l0 of ?1 ,
0=[Ad*(g) l0 : g # G]; (3)
0 is a symplectic space, with symplectic form _0 given by the LieKirillov
form. We associate to the family (Pm)m a function p= p(x, !, *) on
T*Rn_0, given by
p(x, !, *)= 12 :
n
j=1
(!j&(*, Aj (x)) )2+(*, A0 (x)); (4)
p(x, !, *) is to be thought of as the symbol of the family (Pm)m . The classi-
cal analogue of (2) is just the Hamiltonian system on T*Rn_0 with
Hamiltonian p. In this context, Hamilton’s equations are usually called the
Wong equations, being the non-relativistic analogue of the equations intro-
duced by Wong [29] for the classical limit of a Dirac particle in a SU(2)-
gauge field.
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The next definition is the natural generalization of the notion of a non-
trapping energy, introduced by Robert and Tamura [21, 22] for classical
Schro dinger operators. We will denote the solution of the Wong equations
with initial values ( y, ’, *) by
8Wt ( y, ’, *)=(x(t; y, ’, *), !(t; y, ’, *), ‘(t; y, ’, *)). (5)
We will assume that the Wong-flow is complete, that is, that these solu-
tions exist for all times t.
Definition 1.1. E>0 is called a non-trapping energy if for all R, R$>0
there exists a time T=T(R, R$) such that for all initial data ( y, ’, *) satisfying
p( y, ’, *)=E, | y|R, * # 0
and for all times tT one has |x(t; y, ’, *)|R$.
As in the case of classical Schro dinger operators, a first consequence will
be the limiting absorption principle at energy E, with semi-classical bound,
and the existence of scattering solutions satisfying Sommerfeld’s outgoing
radiation condition at infinity. We will suppose that A& # C c (R
n; G),
unless otherwise specified.
Theorem 1.2. Let E>0 be a non-trapping energy, and let u # Hm and
| # Sn&1 , the unit sphere in Rn. Then there exists a solution =m|u of the
equation
(Pm&E) =0,
satisfying the following condition at infinity: if %=x|x|, then as |x|  ,
m|u (x)=eim - 2E (|, x)u+
eim - 2E |x|
|x| (n&1)2 \Tm (|, %) u+O \
1
|x|++ , (6)
for some uniquely determined operator Tm (|, %) on Hm .
This theorem will be proved in Section 3; Tm (|, %) will be called the
scattering amplitude of Pm . We now fix a direction | # Sn&1 and suppose,
without loss of generality, that
supp A& /[x # Rn : x } |>0].
Let E>0 be a non-trapping energy, and let |==[x # Rn : x } |=0]. Then
it follows easily from Definition 1.1 that there exists a time T and three
functions r ( y, |, *), % ( y, |, *) and ‘ ( y, |, *) such that for tT,
x(t; y, - 2E |, *)=r+t - 2E % , (7)
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and
!(t; y, - 2E |, *)=- 2E % , ‘(t; y, - 2E |, *)=‘ (8)
(note that outside a big ball containing the supports of the A& , the Wong
flow is just the free flow, with constant 0-component). The semi-classical
limit of the scattering amplitude Tm (|, %) as m   is obtained from the
classical scattering datas (% , ‘) under a regularity condition (see Defini-
tion 1.3 below). This semi-classical limit is computed by determining the
asymptotics of the matrix elements
Tm (|, %; z, w)=(Tm (|, %) (m)z , 
(m)
w ), (9)
where the (m)z are coherent states associated to ?m , as in Perelomov [19].
Note that the Tm (|, %) are operators acting on different Hilbert spaces for
different m, and that in order to compute the limit of their matrix elements
we have to make some uniform choice of vectors in the different Hm ; the
coherent states provide a convenient choice, in view of their basic
reproducing property (24) below. We will recall the precise definition of the
z(m) in Subsection 2.3 below, and here simply state that they are indexed
by points z of the quantizing circle bundle Q of 0; Q is a circle bundle over
0, with projection p : Q [ 0, on which there exists a 1-form :Q satisfying
p*(_0)=d:Q . With the help of :Q we will define in Subsection 2.3 below
the action S(1, t1 , z1 , t2 , z2) of a smooth curve 1(s)=(x(s), !(s), *(s)) on
T*Rn_0; here z1 and z2 are two points of Q which project onto *(t1) and
*(t2), respectively.
Definition 1.3. A point (|, %, *0 , ‘0) # Sn&1_Sn&1_0_0 will be
called regular if there exists a unique y0 # |= such that
% ( y0 , - 2E |, *0)=% and ‘ ( y0 , - 2E |, *0)=‘0
and such that Jacobian of the map
( y, *)  (% ( y, - 2E |, *), ‘ ( y, - 2E |, *)): |=_0  Sn&1_0
is non-degenerate in ( y0 , *0)
We required unicity of y0 in this definition in order to simplify the state-
ment of our main Theorem 1.4 below: it can be routinely replaced by ‘‘there
exist finitely many y& such that..., with non-degenerate Jacobian at each
y& , |.’’
Let (|, %; z, w) be such that (|, %, p(z), p(w)) is regular. Let y0 be as in
Definition 1.3, and let t1 and t2 be such, that for tt2 the Wong-flow
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8Wt ( y0 , - 2E |, p(z)) will be given by Eqs. (7), (8), while for tt1 it is just
free flow in the direction | with energy E:
8Wt ( y0 , - 2E |, p(z))=( y0 , +- 2E |t, - 2E |, p(z)) for tt1 .
We denote by 1=[8Wt ( y0 , - 2E |, p(z)): t1tt2] the Hamilton solu-
tion curve, and S(1, t1 , t2 ; z, w) it’s action, as defined by Subsection 2.3
below. We put
S(|, %; z, w)=S(1; t1 , t2 , z, w)&2E(t2&t1)&- 2E % } r , (10)
where r=r ( y0 , |, p(z)) is as in (7). This quantity is independent of t1
and t2 . We can now state our main theorem:
Theorem 1.4 (Semi-classical Asymptotics of the Scattering Amplitude).
Let E>0 be a non-trapping energy for the Wong flow, and let | and % be
two points of the unit-sphere Sn&1 , |{%.
(i) If there is no point y # |= such that % ( y, |, p(z))=% and
‘ ( y, |, p(z))= p(w), then Tm (|, %; z, w)=O(m&)
(ii) If (|, %, p(z), p(w)) is regular in the sense of Definition 1.3, we
have a complete asymptotic expansion
Tm (|, %; z, w)&eimS(|, %; z, w) :
&0
C&m&&,
with an explicit expression for C0 for which we refer to Theorem 5.6 below.
We will prove Theorem 1.5 and 1.3 by lifting the operators Pm to
ordinary semi-classical pseudo-differential operators on Rn_G. If for X # G
we let L(X) be the associated left-invariant vector field on G, then the
operator Pm is the image, under the representation ?m , of the operator P m
on Rn_G defined by
P m=&
1
2m2
:
n
j=1 \

x j
&L(Aj (x))+
2
+
1
im
L(A0 (x)) (11)
Our results will follow by analyzing P m . An important difference with
respect to the classical Schro dinger case is that we not only will have to
localize near the non-trapping energy E, but also near to co-adjoint orbit
0, since our hypotheses are only on the Wong flow on T*Rn_0. This
corresponds to the fact that we take the image of P m by ?m , which can be
understood as the action of a certain semi-classical Fourier integral
operator on Rn_G, since projecting on ?m is basically convolving with the
character of ?m . The latter form a family of oscillatory integrals, with a
Lagrangian manifold closely connected with 0, cf. Subsection 2.4 below.
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The coherent states give rise to complex phase oscillatory integrals and
to prove Theorem 1.4 we will use a clean composition theorem of a com-
plex phase oscillatory integral with a real phase one, which we state and
proof in an appendix. We have also included there a discussion of principal
symbols of complex phase oscillatory integrals.
We end this section with some physically motivated examples of the
operators Pm
Example 1.5. (i) (cf. Schrader and Taylor [23]) If n=3, G=U(1),
and for ?m we take the character /m (ei%)=eim%, then d?m is multiplication
by im, and Pm is just the minimal coupling Hamiltonian for a particle of
mass 1 in an electromagnetic field, with Planck’s constant equal to 1m.
(ii) A more interesting example is provided by the Pauli Hamiltonian
of a spin L2 particle of mass +=L and charge e=#L proportional to L
in an electromagnetic field with vector potential (a1 , a2 , a3) and electric
potential V. Let \L be the irreducible unitary representation of SU(2) of
maximal weight L2 and let _=(_1 , _2 , _3) be the three Pauli-matrices. We
let B={_a denote the magnetic field. Then, taking the (physical) Planck
constant equal to 1, the Hamiltonian will be given by
HL=&
1
2L
:
3
j=1 \

x j
&#Laj (x)+
2
+
#
i
d\L (i_ } B)+#LV(x),
and (1L) HL is of the form (2), if we take with G=SU(2)_U(1), m=L,
?L=\L /L . We can think of HL as being the Hamiltonian of a spin
L2-particle, composed of L identical spin 12 particles, a fraction # of
which carry charge 1, compare [13, Sects. 57 and 114]. All interactions
between the composing particles are neglected.
(iii) In the isospin picture of nuclear physics the proton and neutron
are considered as two possible states of a single particle, the nucleon, with
internal state space C2. A m-nucleon nucleus could in first approximation
be modeled by point particle with internal state space H(\m), \m being the
irreducible representation of SU(2) of weight m2 as in (ii), and it is
reasonable to thin of mPm as the Hamiltonian for such a nucleus of in an
external meson field modeled by the gauge potentials A& . A similar remark
applies to a nucleus in an electro-weak field, if we take G=GU(2)_U(1).
Again, in these models we do not consider the interactions between the
particles in the nucleus.
2. PRELIMINARIES
This section is devoted to a number of preliminaries, as well as some
technical preparations, We will use standard semi-classical pseudodifferential
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calculus, as in Robert [20] (except that we will the KohnNirenberg quan-
tization instead of the Weyl one), extended in the obvious way to the
manifold X=Rn_G. We will work with operators A=Op (a)=
a(x, Dx ; ) with symbols a=a(x, !; ) in Sk=S k1, 0(T*(R
n_G)). In fact,
our symbols will mostly have a semiclassical expansion a&&0 &a& ,
meaning that &N(a(x, !)&&<N &a& (x, !)) # S k&N1, 0 , uniformly in 0<
1. We denote the class of DO with such symbols by OPSk=
OPSk (X).
We recall the notion of the essential support SE(A)/T*X of the
-pseudodifferential operator A : Op (a) # OPSk (X): it’s complement is, by
definition, the set of points (x, !) in T*X such that the symbol a( y, ’; )
is O() on some neighborhood of (x, !); cf. [20, Definition IV-4]. For
symbols having a semi-classical expansion as above this is equivalent to all
a& vanishing in some neighborhood of (x, !).
We will also make use of the theory of oscillating integrals associated to
real Lagrangian submanifolds of T*X (Duistermaat [6]) as well as it’s
extension to (almost-)complex Lagrangian (Melin and Sjo strand [16]). In
the Appendix we recall the symbolic calculus for complex-phase oscillatory
integrals, presented in a slightly different way from [16], and with some
additional precisions. The set of oscillatory integrals on X associated to the
Lagrangian manifold 4 will be denoted by I(X; 4). In Section 4 we will
repeatedly use the following observation: if u is in I(X; 4) with compactly
supported symbol and if A is a pseudodifferential operator such that
SE(A) is disjoint from 4, then &A (u)&2=O(). We next turn to some
geometrical and group theoretical preliminaries.
2.1. Symplectic Geometry on the Cotangent of a Lie Group
We will systematically identify T*G with G_G*, using the left transla-
tions Lg : h  gh on the group G. The identification map will thus be given
by
(g, #) # T*G  (g, (dLg)* (#)) # G_G*. (12)
Similarly, we will identify TG with G_G. Consequently, if (g, #) # T*G, we
identify
T(g, #)T*G&G_G*. (13)
Let _=d# 7 dg be the symplectic form on T*G. An elementary but tedious
calculation shows that under the identification (13), _(g, #) becomes the
following skew-linear form on G_G*,
_* ((X, 5), (Y, H ))=(5, Y) &(H, X)&(*, [X, Y]), (14)
(X, 5 ), (Y, H ) # G_G* , where *=(dLg)* (#).
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With (12), the left-action of G on T*G simply becomes h } (g, *)=
(hg, *). If F # C (T*G) is a G-invariant function, so that F(g, *)=F(*) is
a function of * only, then the Hamilton flow is also left-G invariant, and
the functions
(g, *)  Ad*(g)(*) (15)
will be constants of motion: this is a special case of the moment map,
cf. [15]. The G*-components of the flow will thus be restricted to co-
adjoint orbits in G*, and the MarsdenWeinstein reduction of the flow on
T*G will be the Wong flow of Section 1 (taking n=0 there). In fact, the
symplectic form which _ induces on a co-adjoint orbit 0 is the LieKirilov
form
_0, * (ad*(X) *, ad*(Y) *)=&(*, [X, Y])
and a short computation using (14) shows that the Hamilton equations
associated to the Hamiltonian F=F(*) are
d*
dt
=ad*(dF(*))(*) (16)
(dLg(t)&1) \dgdt+=dF(*(t)). (17)
From these it easily follows that the G*-component of the flow restricted
to a co-adjoint orbit satisfies Wong’s equations. Note that these determine
the G-component of the flow on T*G. Similar remarks apply of course for
the flow on T*(R_G) or, more generally, on the cotangent of a principal
G-bundle.
2.2. Representation Theory of G
We briefly recall some elementary representation theory, mainly to fix
notations. If \ is the right-regular representation of G on L2 (G) then,
according to the PeterWeyl theorem, one has an orthogonal decomposi-
tion L2 (G)=? V(?), where the sum is over the irreducible unitary
representations ? of G and where each V(?) decomposes in a non-canoni-
cal way as an orthogonal sum of N(?) :=dim(H(?)) copies of H(?), with
\ | V(?) &N(?)1 ?. We let
/? (g)=N(?) tr ?(g). (18)
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The orthogonal projection of L2 (G) onto V(?) is given by f  f V /? (con-
volution on G). Let A be a left-invariant continuous operator on L2 (G). If
u # V(?) then
A(u)=|
G
A(/?)(g) ?(g&1) u dg, u # H(?)/L2 (G). (19)
This shows that, if H(?) denotes the irreducible component of V(?) which
contains u, then ?(A) :=A |H(?) maps H(?) into itself; ?(A) is called the
image of A by the representation ? and formula (19) gives a convenient
representation of ?(A)
We will need the obvious generalization to left-invariant operators on
L2 (R2_G): for such an operator A, the image ?(A) is defined as the
restriction of A to L2 (Rn)H(?)&L2 (Rn; H(?)). The image ?(A) is com-
pletely determined by the following formula: if f =f (x) # L2 (Rn) and
u # H(?) then
?(A)( fu)=|
G
A( fX?)(x, g) ?(g&1) u dg. (20)
All this can be extended to densely defined G-invariant operators with
invariant domain. Note for example that Pm=?m (P m), since if X # G then
d\(X)=L(X). Another useful formula of the same type is the following: if
$e denotes the delta distribution on G, then for f # L2 (Rn) and u # L2 (G),
A( fu)=|
G
A( f$e)(x, g) \(g&1) u dg, (21)
assuming that the action A can be extended to distributions.
We fix a maximal torus T of G, with Lie algebra H, an Ad-invariant
inner product ( } , } ) on G and a set R+ of positive roots. For each a # R+
we can find a vector Za=Xa+iYa in the root-space Ga /GC associated
to a such that Ha :=[Xa , Ya] # H satisfies (Ha , H )=(a, H) for all
H # H. We will suppose that the highest weight l0 # H* of the representa-
tion ?1 which occurs in the definition of Pm satisfies
(l0 , Ha){0, \a. (22)
This condition is relevant for our purposes because of the following result:
Lemma 2.1. If the highest weight l0 of ?1 satisfies (22), and if v0 is a
highest weight vector of norm 1, then
|(?1 (g) v0 , v0)|=1  g # T.
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This is probably well known, although we were unable to find a
reference. We omit the proof, which uses standard structure theory of com-
pact Lie groups; cf., for example, [2]
As customary, we will extend elements of H* to G* by setting them
equal to 0 on G= or, equivalently, by declaring them to be 0 on the Xa , Ya .
2.3. Coherent States and the Quantizing Circle Bundle.
As in the introduction we now fix a unitary irreducible representation ?1
of G with maximal weight l0 and maximal weight vector v0 , of norm 1. We
let ?m be the unitary irreducible representation of G with maximal weight
ml0 on the Hilbert space Hm=H(?m). Let vm be a maximal weight vector
of ?m , also of norm 1.
Definition 2.2. We define the semi-classical family of coherent states
( (m)g )m by
 (m)g =?m (g) vm . (23)
The interest of these coherent states derives from the classical representa-
tion formula [19],
u=dim(H(?m)) |
G
(u,  (m)g ) 
(m)
g dg; (24)
vm doesn’t necessarily have to be a highest weight vector here. Note that if
vm is, then, since ?m can be realized as the highest weight component of the
m-fold tensor product ?1  } } } ?1 , we can take vm=v0  } } } v0 , and
therefore
( (m)g , 
(m)
g1
)=(?1 (g&11 g) v0 , v0)
m.
Let /l0 be the character of T associated to l0 , and let T0=Ker(/l0). Since
(m)g is completely determined by it’s class gT0 , we will index coherents
states by points of GT0 , and write  (m)g =
(m)
z , if z= gT0 .
The homogeneous space Q=GT0 also plays an important role in
geometric quantization, as the quantizing circle bundle over the co-adjoint
orbit 0&GT. The point is, that while the symplectic form _0 on 0 cannot
be written as the exterior derivative of a 1-form on 0, it can be written as
such on Q; cf. Kostant [12], Souriau [26]. More precisely, if we let
p: Q  0, p(gT0)=Ad*(g) l0 , (25)
then there exists a 1-form :Q on Q such that d:Q= p*(_0). We recall the
construction of such an :Q. Let H0 be the Lie algebra of T0 . If we identify
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Tz(Q) with GH0 using the left translation Lg , where z= gT0 , then one
puts
(:Q , X+H0) =&(l0 , X) , X # G.
Note that (25) gives a circle bundle structure to Q
Adding ! dx to :Q one obtains a 1-form on T*Rn_Q which, for nota-
tional simplicity, we still denote by :Q . We will use this 1-form to define
the action of a curve 1 on T*Rn_0. Let 1 be parametrized by 1 (s)=
(x(s), !(s), *(s)). Let t1<t2 and choose two points z1 , z2 # Q such that
p(z&)=*(t&). Finally, let 1 be a lifting of 1 to T*Rn_Q such that 1 (t&)=z&
for &=1, 2; 1 is otherwise arbitrary.
Definition 2.3. We define the action of 1 (s) (t1st2) and z1 , z2 by
S(1 ; t1 , t2 ; z1 , z2) :=|
1
:Q . (26)
The notation on the left is justified, since the right hand side is easily
seen to be independent of the choice of the lifting 1 .
Let :G=! dx+# dg be the canonical Liouville 1-form on T*(Rn_G).
The next proposition relates the action defined by (26) with the one defined
using :G and with the coherent states introduced in Definition 2.2:
Proposition 2.4. Let C be a curve in T*(Rn_G)&T*Rn_G_G*,
parametrized by (x(s), !(s); g(s), *(s)), such that
Ad*(g(s)) *(s) is constant along C, (27)
and such that g(0)=e and *(0) # 0. Let z(s) be a curve on Q which projects
onto *(s), and let C be the curve on T*Rn_Q parametrized by
(x(s), !(s), z(s)). Let
SG(t)=|
Ct
:G , SQ (t)=|
C t
:Q ,
be the actions of the curves Ct=[C(s): 0st] and C t=[C (s): 0st],
respectively. Then
eimSQ(t)=( (m)z(0) , ?m (g(t)) 
(m)
z(t)) e
imSG(t). (28)
Note that (27) implies that *(s) # 0, for all s. Also note that (27) is
satisfied for solutions of Hamilton’s equations with a G-invariant
Hamiltonian on T*(Rn_G), since (15) is a constant of motion.
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Proof. We denote by F(t) and G(t) the right and left hand side, respec-
tively, of (28). Choose a C-curve t  g~ (t) in G such that g~ (t) T0=z(t).
Then
F(t)=(?1 (h(t)) v0 , v0)m eimSG(t),
where h(t)= g~ (t)&1 g(t)&1 g~ (0). We note that, since Ad*(g~ (s))(l0)=
p(z(s))=*(s) and by (27), we have that Ad*(h(t))(l0)=l0 , and hence
h(t) # T, by Lemma 2.1. Therefore
F(t)=/l0 (h(t))
m eimSG(t),
where /l0 is the character of T associated to l0 . We compute it’s logarithmic
derivative using
Ad*(g~ (t)) l0=*(t) (29)
and find
1
im
F $(t)
F(t)
=
1
im
G$(t)
G(t)
. (30)
Since F(0)=G(0)=1, this implies the proposition.
2.4. The Lagrangian Manifold Associated to a co-adjoint Orbit
Let /m :=/?m=N(?) tr?m . In this subsection we will show that /m can be
written as a real-phase oscillating integrals associated to the Lagrangian
manifold 40 defined below. A closely related, and in fact equivalent, state-
ment can be found in Guillemin and Uribe [7], in the context of Hermite
operators.
As before, let 0 be the co-adjoint orbit of l0 , the maximal weight of ?1 .
For * # 0 let G* be the stabilizer of * in G under the co-adjoint action.
Define 40 by
40=[(g, *) # G_G* : * # 0, g # G*]; (31)
40 is a Lagrangian submanifold of T*(G).
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that (22) is satisfied. Then /m can be written as
an oscillatory integral, with parameter m, associated to the Lagrangian
manifold 40 ,
/m # I(G, 40)
(cf. the Appendix for the terminology and notations used ).
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Compare with [7, Proposition 4.2].
Proof. If v # H(?) is any unit vector, then we have the classical formula
/? (g)=|
G
(?(xgx&1) v, v) dx,
where dx is the normalized Haar measure. Applying this with ?=?m and
v=vm we obtain
/m (g)=|
G
(?1 (xgx&1) v0 , v0)m dx,
which exhibits /m as a complex-phase oscillatory integral. The associated
complex Lagrangian manifold 1 is positive and the set of its real points is
exactly 1 R =40 (using Lemma 2.1), which is already a real Lagrangian
manifold. This implies the theorem.
One can give an alternative proof by applying the clean composition
theorem from the Appendix to um (x)=1 and vm (x)=(?1 (xgx&1) v0 , v0).
2.5. A Hermitian Metric on the Complex Co-adjoint Orbit
In this section we introduce a certain natural Ad*-invariant Hermitian
metric on the complex co-adjoint orbit of l0 . This metric will occur in our
formula for the main term of the asymptotic expansion of Theorem 1.5.
Definition 2.6. (i) For each v # H(?1) with &v&=1 we define a
C-valued bilinear form 9v on G_G by
9v (X, Y )=(d?1 (Y ) v, d?1 (X) v)&(d?1 (Y ) v, v)(v, d?1 (X ) v).
(ii) For each ‘ # 0 we define the bilinear form Q*‘ on G_G by setting
Q*‘ (X, Y )=9?1(g) v0 (X, Y ),
where g is such that ‘=Ad*(g) l0 .
Note that 9v is the correlation between the operators i&1 d?1 (X ) and
i&1 d?1 (Y ) in the state v # H(?). The form Q*‘ defined in (ii) is independent
of the choice of g: this follows from ?1 (h) v0=/l0 (h) v0 for h # T. Note that
both forms extend to sesquilinear forms on the complexification of G. We
note the following properties of Q*‘ , whose easy proofs will be left to the
reader:
Q*‘ (X, X )0
Q*‘ (X, Y )&Q*‘ (Y, X )=&i(‘, [X, Y]) , (32)
Q*‘ b Ad(g&1)=Q*Ad*(g)(‘) .
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We next note that Q‘ (X, Y )=0 if either X or Y is in G‘ , the Lie algebra
of the stabilizer of ‘ in G. For ‘=l0 this follows from the fact that for
H # H, d?1 (H) v0=i(l0 , H) v0 , and the result for general ‘ # 0 follows by
using the G-action. Since
X  (ad X )* ‘: GG‘  T‘ (0)
is an isomorphism, we can pull back Q*‘ to a form Q‘ on T‘ (0), by putting
Q‘ ((ad X )* ‘, (ad Y )* ‘) :=Q*‘ (X, Y ). (33)
Note that one has
QAd*(g) ‘=Q‘ b Ad*(g&1). (34)
The family [Q‘]‘ gives rise to an Ad*-invariant Hermitian metric on
0C=Ad*(GC)(l0), the non-degeneracy following from the following
lemma:
Lemma 2.7. With the notations introduced in Subsection 2.2 we have that
if X # G, X=a # R+ xaXa+ yaYa+h with h # H, then
9v0 (X, X )=&d?1 (X ) v0 &
2&|(d?1 (X ) v0 , v0)|2
=:
a
l0 ([Xa , Ya])(x2a+ y
2
a).
We omit the proof, which is a straightforward calculation.
2.6. A Technical Lemma
We end this section with a technical result which will be needed in the
calculations in Section 5.
Lemma 2.8. Let ( y, *)  (g( y, *), ‘( y, *)) be a C 1 application from
Rn_G* into G_G*, such that
Ad*(g( y, *)) ‘( y, *)=*,
for all ( y, *). Then:
(i) For all v # Rn,
dy ‘( y, *)(v)=ad*(Y ) ‘( y, *), (35)
where Y=Y( y, *)=(dLg( y, *)&1 (e)) dy g(v), the derivative being evaluated in
( y, *).
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(ii) For all E* # G* we have
d* ‘( y, *)(E*)&ad*(Z) ‘( y, *)=Ad*(g( y, *)&1) E*, (36)
where Z=Z( y, *)=(dLg( y, *)&1 (e)) d* g(v).
Proof. We first observe that if (g(s), ‘(s)) is any curve on G_G*, then
d
ds
Ad*(g(s)) ‘(s) | s=0=Ad*(g(0)) ‘$(0)&Ad*(g(0)) ad*(X ) ‘(0), (37)
where X :=dLg(0)&1 (g$(0)). This follows easily upon differentiation. If we
apply (37) to the curve s  (g( y+sv, *), ‘( y+sv, *)) we find (35).
Similarly, (36) follows by applying (37) to the curve s  (g( y, *+sE*),
‘( y, *+sE*)) and differentiating the relation
Ad*(g( y, *+sE*)) ‘( y, *+sE*)=*+sE*.
3. THE LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE
In the first part of this section we will only need the following weaker,
long-range type, hypothesis on the potentials A& : there exists an =>0 such
that for all multi-indices : there exists a constant C: such that
&:xA&&C:(x)
&=&|:|, (38)
& }& being some fixed norm on G*. We begin by proving the existence of
the boundary value of the resolvent near non-trapping energies in suitable
L2-spaces, together with a semi-classical estimate on the norm. Define
weighted L2-spaces by
L2s(R
n; Hm) :=[u # L2loc(R
n; Hm): (x) s u # L2 (Rn; Hm)]. (39)
Theorem 3.1 (Limiting Absorption Principle for Pm). Let E>0 be a
non-trapping energy and let the potentials A& satisfy (38). Then there exists
a neighborhood I of E such that for all s>12 and all * # I, the limit
Rm (*+i0) := lim
=  0+
(Pm&(*+i=))&1
exists in L(L2s (R
n; Hm), L2&s(R
n; Hm)) and, moreover, satisfies the estimate
&Rm (*+i0)&L(Ls2 L2&s)Cm,
for some positive constant C independent of m and of * # I.
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For classical Schro dinger operators the existence of such a limit was first
proven by S. Agmon [1]. The uniform semi-classical bound in the case of
classical Schro dinger operators is due to Robert and Tamura [21].
Afterwards, Ge rard and Martinez [5] gave a simplified proof based on
Mourre theory, which we will adapt to our situation. We lift Pm to an
operator P m on Rn_G, as in (11), and we denote by p~ the principal symbol
of P m ; note that, with the identification (12), p~ is given by formula (4). We
will denote the Hamilton flow of p~ by
8t ( y, ’, h, *)=(x(t; y, ’, h, *), !( y, ’, h, *), g(t; y, ’, h, *), ‘(t; y, ’, h, *)),
for ( y, ’, h, *) # T*(Rn_G)&Rn_Rn_G_G*.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First observe that, by an easy perturbation argu-
ment, the energy E remains non-trapping for the lifted Hamilton-flow 8t of
p~ on T*(Rn_G), provided the G*-component of the initial data stay in
some small neighborhood of 0. To be precise, there exists a neighborhood
V of 0 in G* and a neighborhood I of E in R with the property
for all R, R$>1 there exists a time T=T(R, R$) such that
p~ ( y, ’, h, *) # I, * # V, | y|R and
tT O x(t; y, ’, h, *)R$. (40)
Using the arguments of Ge rard and Martinez [5] one then constructs an
‘‘escape function’’ q0 on T*(Rn_G) satisfying
[ p~ , q0]c>0 on p~ &1 (I) & [* # V] (41)
for some positive constant c. We next replace this q0 by
q=q0 (1 b p~ ) 2 ,
where 1 # C c (I ), equal to 1 in a neighborhood of E and 2 # C

c (V ),
identically equal to 1 in some small neighborhood of 0. Then (41) still
holds, with slightly smaller I and V; note that q # OPS&.
Now let Q m be a family of left-invariant self-adjoint pseudo-differential
operators on Rn_G, with semi-classical parameters =1m and principal
symbol q, and let Qm=?m (Q m), the image of Q m by ?m . The remainder of
the proof consists in verifying that Pm and Qm satisfy the hypothesis of
Hislop and Nakamura’s [8] semi-classical version of Mourre’s [18]
theorem. The only non-trivial point here is to verify the Mourre estimate.
There exists a constant c>0 such that for all  # C c (I ) and all m one has
(Pm)[Pm , iQm] (Pm)
c
m
(Pm)2. (42)
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Let . # C c (I ) such that .=1 on the support of . For any m-family
8=(8m)m in OPS 0 (Rn_G) with principal symbol supported in
p~ &1 (I ) & [* # V] (43)
we have, by (41) with q instead of q0 and by the semi-classical version of
the strong Ga# rding inequality, that there exist c, C>0 such that
c82mm8m[P m , iQ m] 8m+Cm
&1I
which implies, upon taking the image by ?m , that
c?m (8m)2m?m (8m)[Pm , iQm] ?m (8m)+Cm&1I.
We will use the following lemma
Lemma 3.2. There exists a family (8m)m in OPS 0 (Rn_G) of self-ad-
joint left-invariant pseudo-differential operators, with principal symbol sup-
ported in the set (43), such that for large enough m,
.(Pm)=?m (8m)+O(m&1).
Applying this lemma, we easily obtain (42).
Now [8] yields that, for each s>12 and each * # I, (Qm) &s
(Pm&*+i0)&1 (Qm) &s exists and has L(L2 (Rn, Hm))-norm bounded by
Cm. The proof of Theorem 3.1 follows.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let a0 # C (G*) be a real-valued Ad*-invariant
function, homogeneous of degree 2 outside some compact subset of G*,
such that a0 vanishes in a neighborhood of 0 and such that a0 (*)|*|2 for
|*| large enough, | } | being some norm on G*. We can assume furthermore
that
|a0 (*)|2 O * # V, (44)
V being as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 above. One then can find a semi-
classical family A=(Am)m # OPS 2(G) of bi-invariant self-adjoint pseudo-
differential operators with principal symbol a0 and essential support SE(A)
disjoint with G_0 (we again recall the identification (12)). By Schur’s
lemma, there exists a real number *m such that ?m (Am)=*m . Next, applying
(19) to any non-zero vector u in Hm and using Theorem 2.5 and the fact
that SE(A) is disjoint with 40 , we see that
*m=O(m&).
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Now let 9 # C c (R
2) be such that 9(x, y)=.(x) if | y|1 and such that
supp(9)/[x # I, | y|2]. The system (P m , Am) is elliptic, and by
A. M. Charbonnel’s semi-classical functional calculus for commuting
operators [3] there exists a family (8m)m in OPS0 (Rn_G) and sequence
of uniformly bounded operators Sm , both left-invariant, such that
9(P m , Am)=8m+
1
m
Sm
and such that the principal symbol of 8m is just 8( p~ , a0). Charbonnel
assumes separate ellipticity of the commuting operators, but her theorem
also holds for elliptic systems, which is what we are dealing with. Taking
the image by ?m , we find that
9(Pm , *m)=?m (8m)+O(m&1).
Since |*m |1 for m sufficiently large, the lemma follows.
As a first application we recall how to construct solutions m|u satisfying
the Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity, and express the scattering
amplitude in terms of Rm (E+i0). We will assume from now on that the
potentials A& are in C c (R
n; G). Let
P (0)m =&
1
2m2
2
denote the free Laplacian. Then if
.=.m|u=eim - 2E x } |u
is an incoming plane wave in the direction |, satisfying (P(0)m &E) .=0, we
look for a function f =fm|u such that =m|u=.+ f will be a solution
of (Pm&E) =0. An easy computation shows that
f =&R (0)m (E+i0)(Pm&P
(0)
m )  (45)
is a solution. This formula allows us to obtain the asymptotics of f (r%) as
r   from that of R (0)m (E+i0): it is classical that for g # C

c (R
n),
R (0)m (E+i0) g(r%)tc(m, E)
eim - 2E r
r(n&1)2 |Rn g( y) e
&im - 2E y } % dy
(cf., e.g., Melrose [17]) with the constant equal to
c(m, E)=(2E)(n&3)4 \m2?+
(n+1)2
e&i(n&3) ?4. (46)
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Applying this to (45), taking the inner product in Hm with a vector v # Hm ,
and comparing the result with (6), we find the following expression for the
scattering amplitude,
(Tm (|, %) u, v)=&c(m, E)((Pm&P (0)m ) m|u , .m%v)
=c(m, E)(Rm (E+i0)(Pm&P (0)m ) .m|u
&.m|u , (Pm&P (0)m ) .m%v). (47)
The next step will be to eliminate (Pm&P (0)m ) from formula (47), follow-
ing ideas of Isozaki and Kitada [11]. To accomplish this we choose a com-
pactly supported C-function / which is identically 1 on the union of the
supports of the A& . Then, obviously, (Pm&P (0)m )(1&/)=0 and therefore
(Pm&P (0)m ) .=(Pm&P
(0)
m )(/.)=(Pm&E)(/.)&(P
(0)
m &E)(/.).
Observing that (P(0)m &E)(/.)=&k., with
k=km| (x) :=m&1i - 2E | } {/+(2m2)&1 2/ (48)
we then obtain the following result:
Theorem 3.3 (The IsozakiKitada formula). With all notations as
above, we have that (Tm (|, %) u, v) equals
c(m, E)(Rm (E+i0)(km|.m|u), km%.m%v)+(km|.m|u , /.m%v).
Now we are interested in the asymptotics of Tm (|, %) if |{% and in this
case the second term on the right is O(m& &u&m &v&m), by (non-)station-
ary phase, and can thus be neglected. The next step will be to express the
first term in terms of the evolution operator: on the appropriate domains
we have the classical formula
Rm (E+i0)= lim
=  0+
im |

0
e imt(E+i=&Pm) dt.
We will now show that under the non-trapping hypothesis on E one can
cut off this integral at some finite time T, at least when using it in
Theorem 3.3, with an error which is O(m). This is based on the following
proposition, whose proof will be given in the next section:
Proposition 3.4. If E>0 is non-trapping, and if f and g are in C c (R
n)
then there exists a T>0, depending on E, supp( f ) and on supp(g), such that
for all u # Hm and all m1, N1,
&gRm (E+i0) e&imTPm ( f.m|u)&L2(Rn; Hm)CNm
&N &u&m .
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As a consequence we have
Theorem 3.5. With the previous notations and hypotheses there exists a
T>0 such that, modulo terms which are O(m& &u&m &v&m),
(Tm (|, %) u, v)=imc(m, E) |
T
0
eimt(E&Pm) (km| .m|u , km% .m%u) dt. (48)
Proof. Write
Rm (E+i0)=im |
T
0
eimt(E&Pm) dt+Rm (E+i0) eimT(E&Pm),
substitute this in Theorem 3.3, and use Proposition 3.4.
4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.4
In this section we will prove Proposition 3.4. Our proof is modeled on
that of [22], with some simplifications stemming from the fact that we are
assuming compactly supported potentials (for example, we don’t need the
IsozakiKitada outgoing parametrices in the proof of Lemma 4.1 below).
We choose R>0 such that the supports of f, g and of the potentials A& are
all contained in B(0, R). Let J1 , J2 /(0, ) be two neighborhoods of the
non-trapping energy E, with compact closure, such that J1 /J2 . Let
q=q(x, !) be a C-function on T*Rn, bounded together with all it’s
derivatives, such that for some sufficiently large C>1 and sufficiently small
0<c<1 (c<13 will do), q is supported in the outgoing region,
supp(q)/[ |x|CR, 12 |!|
2 # J2 , x } !c |x| |!|] (50)
while
q(x, !)=1 on [ |x|2CR, 12 |!|
2 # J1 , x } !2c |x| |!|]. (51)
Let h be a C function on Rn, supported in |x|R, such that h(x)=1 for
|x|2R. We put Qm=q(x, m&1Dx) and define
B$m :=hQ*m , B"m=I&B$m . (52)
We split the quantity to be estimated as
gRm (E+i0) e&imTPm ( f.m|u)
= gRm (E+i0) B$me&imTPm ( f.m|u)
+ gRm (E+i0) B"me&imTPm ( f.m|u). (53)
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We will show both terms on the right to be O(m&) &u&m . For the first
term, this will be an immediate consequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. With all notations as above,
&gRm (E+i0) B$m&L(L2)=O(m&).
Proof. We will reduce this to the analogous statement for the free resol-
vent R (0)m (E+i0). Using the algebraic identity
Rm (E+i0) h=hR (0)m (E+i0)+Rm (E+i0)(hP
(0)
m &Pmh) R
(0)
m (E+i0)
and the fact that Pm=P (0)m on the support of h, so that the term in brackets
on the right equals [h, P (0)m ]=m
&2xhx+2h, we see that the desired
estimate follows from Theorem 3.1 and the following one: if k # C c (R
n),
then for all multi-indices :,
&k :xR
(0)
m (E+i0) Q*m&=O(m
&),
the norm being the L2-operator norm. This estimate can be proved as in
Ge rard and Martinez [6, Proof of Lemma 2.7] specialized to the free
Schro dinger operator.
We next turn to the second term of (53). Here the desired estimate will
follow from the following lemma, combined with the continuity properties
of Rm (E+i0) on L2s with s=1.
Lemma 4.2. With all notations and hypotheses as above (and in
particular supposing E>0 to be non-trapping) we have that
&B"me&imTPm ( f.m|u)&L21(Rn; Hm)CNm
&N, N=0, 1, 2, ... .
Proof. The first step will be to lift everything to Rn_G: if we let
vm (x, g)=/m (g) f (x) eim - 2E | } x (54)
then by formula (20) of Section 2 we have that
e&imTPm ( f.m|u)=|
G
e imTP m (vm) ?m (g&1) u dg
and it suffices to prove that
&B"me&imTP m (vm)&L21(Rn_G)=O(m
&). (55)
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We know by Theorem 2.5 that vm is a Lagrangian family of oscillating
integrals on Rn_G with Lagrangian
F :=supp( f )_[- 2E |]_40 , (56)
where we’ve identified T*(Rn_G) and T*Rn_T*G. Let I/R>0 and
V/G* be compact neighborhoods of E and 0, respectively as in (40),
where we furthermore assume that I/J1 . Let (Am)m be a family of
operators in OPS 0 (Rn_G) with compact essential support SE(Am)
contained in
SE(Am)/E :=[(x, !; g, *) : |x|R, * # V, p~ (x, !; g, *) # I] (57)
and
SE(I&Am) & F=<, (58)
where F was defined in (56). Then it follows that &(I&Am) vm&=O(m&),
where the norm can be any L2s -norm, s0 (use that (x)
2s (I&Am) also
has essential support at positive distance from that of vm). We also note the
following hyperbolic energy estimate, which can be proved in the standard
way by differentiating &xj exp(&imtP m ( f ))&22 :
Lemma 4.3. Let 2G be a bi-invariant elliptic second-order differential
operator on G. Then there exists a constant C such that for all t and all
f # S(Rn_G),
&e&imtP m ( f )&L21 (R
n_G)
& f &L21(Rn_G)+C |t| (&P m f &+&2G f &+& f &),
where the norm without subscript is the ordinary L2-norm.
Using the lemma, and the fact that &P m (I&Am)vm& and &2G(I&Am)vm&
are also O(m&), we find that
&B"meimTP m (I&Am) vm&L21=O(m
&)
and we are left with estimating the L21 -norm of
B"me&imTP
 mAm vm=B"mATme
&imTP mvm , (59)
where
ATm :=e
&imTP mAme imTP
 m.
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Let 8t denote the Hamilton flow of p~ on T*(Rn_G). By Egorov’s theorem
(e.g., Robert [20, The ore me IV-10]) and (57) we can for any N write ATm
as a pseudo-differential with essential support in 8T (E), with a rest of the
form m&Nr (N)m . Now the point is that, by the non-trapping hypothesis on
E, there exists a T>0 such that
8T (E)/[ |x|>3CR, x } !>3c |x| |!|, 12 |!|
2 # I], (60)
and therefore 8T (E) has positive distance to the essential support of B"m ,
the latter being contained in
[ |x|2CR or x } !2c |x| |!| or 12 |!|
2  J].
If we disregard the error term r (N)m then it follows that &B"mA
T
m &L(L21)=
O(m&), which implies on using Lemma 4.3 again, that (59) has an
L21 -norm which is O(m
&). The remainder m&Nr (N)m can be seen to give a
contribution which is O(m&N), by examining the proof of the Egorov
theorem; we omit the details.
5. SEMI-CLASSICAL ASYMPTOTICS OF
THE SCATTERING AMPLITUDE
In this section we will finally derive the asymptotic expansion of the
scattering amplitude
Tm (|, %; z, w)=(Tm (|, %) (m)z , 
(m)
w ).
We assume that E>0 is non-trapping, and that (|, %; w, z) is regular in the
sense of Definition 1.3. The first step will be to derive an integral represen-
tation for the scattering amplitude, using Theorem 3.5. Let gz and gw be
two elements of G, whose classes in GT0 are z and w, respectively. Let A m
be a family of pseudo differential operators in OPS 0 (Rn_G) with compact
essential support, such that
SE(I&A m) & supp({/)_[- 2E |]_40=<. (61)
We denote the principal symbol of A m by a=a(x, !; g, *). Let 8t denote
the Hamilton flow of p~ , and let =>0 be such that for times t less than =
or bigger than T&= and for initial data y # supp({/), the flow
8t ( y, - 2E |; e, p(z)) is just free flow. Here T is as in Theorem 3.5. Let
’ # C c ([0, T]), ’(t)=1 on [=, T&=].
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We write .m| (x)=eim - 2E x } |, and similarly for .m%=.m% (x) and we let
$e=$e (g) denote the delta distribution on the group G. Recall the func-
tions km| and km% defined in Section 3; cf. (48). We define
um=um (x, g, t)=(e&imtP
 m b A m)(km|.m| $e)(x, g) (62)
and
vm =vm (x, g, t)
=k m% (x) . m% (x)(?1 (g&1w g
&1gz) v0 , v0)m ’(t) eimtE. (63)
Then we have the
Proposition 5.1. With these notations we have that for |{%, modulo
terms which are O(m&),
Tm (|, %; z, w)=imc(m, E) |
R_Rn_G
um vm dx dg dt, (64)
where c(m, E) is constant given by (46).
Proof. The starting point is Theorem 3.5, in which we take u= (m)z
and v= (m)w . We may first replace km|.m|u by ?m (A m)(km|.m|u), since
according to formula (20) of Section 2,
(I&?m (A m))(km|.m|u)=|
G
(I&A m)(km|.m| /m) ?m (g&1) u dg,
which is O(m&), given the condition (61) on the essential support of A m .
Next, using formula (21), specialized to u # Hm , for ?m (exp(&imtP m) b A m)
and the fact that
(?m (g&1)  (m)z , 
(m)
w )=(?1 (g
&1
w g
&1gz) v0 , v0)m
we find (64), but with ’=’(t) in the definition of vm replaced by the
characteristic function of [0, T]. One then easily shows, using Egorov’s
theorem, that the contributions for t in [0, =] or in [T&=, T] are
O(m&), which completes the proof.
We will next use that um and vm are, respectively, real and complex
Lagrangian oscillating families. The next proposition summarizes some of
the standard facts regarding um ; cf., for example, Duistermaat [4]. We
refer to the appendix for the notations used. Recall that 8t denotes the
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Hamilton flow of the principal symbol p~ of P m . We define the Lagrangian
manifold 4 by
4=[(t, {; x, !; g‘) # T*(R_Rn_G) : {=&p(x, !; g, ‘),
_y # Rn, * # G* : (x, !; g, ‘)=8t ( y, - 2E |; e, *)]. (65)
We will systematically identify half-densities and functions on Rn_G, using
the Lebesgue measure on Rn and the normalized Haar measure on G,
respectively.
Proposition 5.2. The family (um)m is a Lagrangian oscillating family of
order &N2+1, N=dim(G), associated to the Lagrangian manifold 4:
um # I&N2+1 (R_Rn_G; 4).
The principal symbol of um at \=(t, {; 8t ( y, - 2E |; e, *)) # 4 can be
written as
(2?)&N2 ei_?4eimA(\):(\), (66)
where _ is the Maslov-index of the curve
#t=[8s ( y, - 2E |; e, *): 0st],
A(\) is related to the action of #t by
A(\)=|
#t
:G&tp~ ( y, - 2E |; e, *)+- 2E y } | (67)
(:G being the Liouville form of T*(Rn_G)), and where the half-density : is
given by
:=i8*&t (- 2E | } {/( y) a( y, - 2E |; e, *) |dy|12 |d*|12) |dt|12 (68)
(recall that a denotes the principal symbol of A m).
We next turn to vm : we begin by analyzing it’s complex-phase part,
wm=(?1 (g&1w g
&1gz) v0 , v0)m. (69)
Modulo a function which is O(e&cm), supported in the complement of
|(?(g&1w g
&1gz) v0 , v0)|=1, wm can be written as a complex-phase
oscillatory function,
wm=eim, mod O(m&)
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with the analytic phase-function
,(g)=,z, w (g)=
1
i
log((?(g&1w g
&1gz) v0 , v0)).
The choice of the branch of the logarithm does not matter, since m # N.
Associated to (wm)m is the complex Lagrangian manifold
C =C z, w=[(g~ , dg~ , z, w (g~ )): g~ # U ],
where , denotes the complex analytic continuation of , to some suitable
open subset U of the complexified group GC. The next lemma summarizes
what we will need to know about C and wm : we again refer to the
Appendix for the terminologie. Recall the abelian subgroups T0 and T
of G, and the Lie algebra H of the latter. Also recall the map
p: Q=GT0  0 from Subsection 2.3, and the sesquilinear forms Q*‘
introduces in Subsection 2.5.
Lemma 5.3. (i) The set of real points of C is given by
C R = gzTg&1w _[& p(w)].
(ii) If (\, &‘) # C R , where ‘= p(w)=Ad*(gw)(l0), then the complex
tangent space CT*\ (C ) is spanned by the vectors G_G* of the form
(Y, iQ*‘ ( } , Y)). In particular, C is strictly positive.
(iii) Let [E& : 1&N] be a basis of G and let /m be the character
of T associated to the linear functional ml0 on H. Then the principal symbol
of (wm)m is the complex half-density whose value on the admissible basis
[i&1 (E& , iQ*‘ ( } , E&)): 1&N] is
/m (g&1w g
&1gz) |dge (E1 7 } } } 7 EN)| 12,
where dge denotes the Haar-density on G at e.
Proof. (i) By Proposition 2.1, ,(g)=,z, w (g) is real-valued iff
g # gzTg&1w . Under the identification of T*(G) with G_G* by left transla-
tions (cf. Subsections 2.1), d,(g) is the element of G* which sends X # G to
L(X) ,(g). Hence, if we write h= g&1w g
&1gz # T, then an easy computation
shows that
(d,(g), X)=
d
ds
,(g exp(sX))| s=0
=
1
i
(?1 (h) v0 , v0)&1 (d?1 (Adgw&1 (&X)) ?1 (h) v0 , v0).
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If we now use that ?1 (h) v0=/l0 (h)v0 and that (l0 , X)=i
&1 (d?1(X)v0 , v0),
(i) follows.
(ii) The derivative of the map g  d,(g): G  G* is the element of
L(G, G*) which sends Y # G* onto the element of G* given by
X 
d
ds
(d,(g exp sY), X) | s=0=
2
s t
,(g exp(sY) exp(tX)) | s=t=0
(which can also be written as L(Y)(L(X) ,(g)). A calculation along the
lines of (i) then proves (ii). The strict positivity follows using Lemma 2.7.
(iii) This reduces to Example 6.6 of the Appendix.
We return to vm , defined in (63). Let 1 =1 z, w be the complex
Lagrangian manifold
1 =[(t~ , {~ ; x~ , ! ; g~ , ‘ ) # CT*(C_Cn_GC):
{~ =E, ! =&- 2E %, (g~ , ‘ ) # C z, w],
with real points
1 R =R_[E]_Rn_[&- 2E %]_gzTg&1w _[& p(w)].
Corollary 5.4. The family (vm)m is a complex phase Lagrangian
oscillatory family of order 1, associated to 1 ,
vm # I 1 (R_Rn_G; 1 ).
The principal symbol of (vm)m at a point \=(t, {; x, !; g, ‘) # 1 R can be
written as eimB;, where
eimB=/m (g&1w g
&1gz) eim(tE&- 2E x } %), (70)
where the half-density ; is given by
;=&i’(t) - 2E % } {/(x) |dx|12 |dt|12
 ( principal symbol of (wm)m). (71)
In order to apply Theorem 6.8 from the Appendix to (64) we have to
study the intersection 4 & 1 $R . We can suppose, modulo a translation, that
supp(A&), supp({/)/[ y # Rn : y } |>0]. (72)
Let
(t, &E; x, - 2E |; g, p(w)) # 4 & 1 $R & supp(:) & supp(;),
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where : and ; are the half-density parts of the principal symbol of (um)m
and (vm)m , respectively. Then t # [0, T], x # supp({/) and there exist
y # supp({/) and * # G* such that
(x, - 2E |; g, p(w))=8t ( y, - 2E |; e, *).
We first observe that *= p(z): in fact, Ad*(g)(‘) is a constant of motion,
and therefore
*=Ad*(e)(*)=Ad*(g)( p(w))=Ad*(gz)(l0)= p(z),
since g # gzTg&1w and p(w)=Ad*(gw)(l0). We next write y= y0+s|, for
some unique y0 # |=; by (72), it follows that
(x, - 2E |; g, p(w))=8t+s ( y0 , - 2E |; e, p(z))
and hence (since x # supp({/)),
%=% ( y0 , - 2E |; e, p(z)), p(w)=‘ ( y0 , - 2E |; e, p(z)). (73)
Now if (|, %; p(z), p(w)) is regular, the point y0 is uniquely determined by
these equations, and we have:
Lemma 5.5. Let (|, %; p(z), p(w)) be regular, in the sense of Defini-
tion 1.3. Then all points of 4 & 1 $R & supp(:) & supp(;) are of the form
\(s, t)=(t, &E; 8t ( y0+s - 2E |; y0 , p(z))), (74)
where y0 is the unique solution of (73). Moreover, 4 and 1 $R intersect cleanly
in these points.
The only statement not yet proved is the clean intersection, which is
easily verified. We can now give the
Proof of Theorem 1.4. By Theorem 6.8 from the Appendix we have a
complete asymptotic expansion,
|
R_Rn_G
umvm &eimSm&(n+3)2 :

&=0
c&m&&, (75)
where
c0=(2?) (n&1)2 |
4 & 1 $R
: b ;$,
with : and ; are given in Proposition 5.2 and Corollary 5.5, and where eimS
is the restriction to 4 & 1 $R of eimAeimB (which is constant there). If we sub-
stitute this in (64) and recall (46), we find an asymptotic expansion for the
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scattering amplitude as in Theorem 1.4. We next determine the phase S. Let
\=\(s, t) be an arbitrary point of 4 & 1 $R . Then it follows by (67), (70),
and Proposition 2.4. that
S=eim(#~ s+t |Q+- 2E( y0 } |&x } %)),
where #~ s+t is a lifting of the Hamiltonian curve
#s+t=[8u ( yo , - 2E |; e, p(z)): 0us+t] (76)
starting in z and ending in w (we use here that the Hamilton motion is free
on [ y0 , y0+s|]). Using (72), we see that this S coincides with the one
defined in Section 1, since 8t+s=8 for initial values y0 # |= and
p(z) # 0.
In the remainder of this section we will derive an explicit expression for
the main term coefficient C0 in Theorem 1.4. We first introduce some nota-
tions. Let \=\(s, t) # supp(:) & supp(;) be as in (74); we will often write
y(s)= y0+s - 2E | and *0= p(z).
Since the x-component of \(t, s) is in the support of {/, as well as y(s),
8t ( y(s), - 2E |; e, *0)=8t+s ( y0 , - 2E |; e, *0) will be given by the free
flow (since we have left the region where the potentials A& are supported)
and we will write its components as
8t+s ( y0 , - 2E |; e, *0)=(x (t+s), ! ; g , ‘), (77)
all of these being functions of the initial data ( y0 , - 2E |; e, *0). In the
sequel we will only exhibit the ( y, *)-dependence, suppressing the other
variables which only play a minor ro^le. We will write, as in Section 1,
x (s+t)=r+(t+s) ! . (78)
We also note that g can be found from the Wong-flow (which takes place
on T*(Rn_0)) by integrating Eq. (17).
We let _ denote the Maslov-index of the curve #s+t ; _ will be indepen-
dent of s and t for \(s, t) # 4 & 1 $R & supp(:) & supp(;).
Theorem 5.6. Let [e1 , ..., en] be an orthonormal basis of Rn such that
e1=|, and let [W1 , ..., W2l] be a basis of Tp(z) 0. Let ( y1 , ..., yn) be the
linear coordinates on Rn with respect to the basis [ej], and let d0 denote the
derivative with respect to the 0-variables. Then C0 can be computed from
the Wong flow by the formula
C0=i(2E)n2&1 ei?(n&3)4ei_?4L122&12,
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where L is the Lioville volume of W& in Tp(z)0,
L0=|det(_0, p(z) (W& , W}))|,
and where 2W is the determinant of the (n+2l, n+2l ) matrix
%k
% , }
yj
d0% (W&)\ + .0 iQ*0 \Ad*(g) ‘y j , W}+ iQ*0 (Ad*(g) d0 ‘ (W&), W})&iQ*0 (W} , W&)
Here all derivatives being evaluated in the point ( y0 , - 2E |, p(z)) and, as
already noted, g can be found by integrating (17).
Proof. We will compute the value of : b ;$ at \ using the algorithm of
Lemma 6.7. We begin by describing the relevant tangent spaces, con-
sidered as subspaces of R2_(Rn_Rn)_(G_G*). Choose two orthonormal
bases [e1 , ..., en] and [v1 , ..., vn] of Rn with e1=| and v1=% and two
further bases [E*1 , ..., E*N] and [V1 , ..., VN] of G* and G, respectively. We
will make natural choices for all these bases later on. Then T\ (4) will be
spanned by the vectors (in easily interpreted notation)
(0, 0; 8$t (ej , 0; 0, 0)) and (0, 0; 8$t (0, 0; 0, E*& )), (79)
together with the vector
\1, 0; d8tdt +=(1, 0; - 2E |, 0; 0, 0), (80)
where all derivatives of 8t are to be evaluated in 8t ( y(s), - 2E |; e, *0),
and where we used Eqs. (77) and (78). The first vector of (79) is
(0, 0; 8$t (|, 0; 0, 0))=(0, 0; %, 0; 0, 0) (81)
which, together with (80), spans T\ (4 & 1 $R ); in fact, (80) and (81) equal
\t and (2E)&12 \s, respectively; we denote the other vectors in (79)
by [w1 , ..., wn+N&1]
Next, CT*(1 $) has an admissible basis
(1, 0; 0, 0; 0, 0), (0, 0; vj , 0; 0, 0), and
1
i
(0, 0; 0, 0; V}&iQ*‘ ( } , V})).
(82)
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The first two vectors will again span the tangent space to the intersection
4 & 1 $R , and we will denote the others by [u1 , ..., un+N&1]. On applying
the algorithm of Lemma 6.7 we find that
: b ;\ \\t 7
\
s+=ei_?4f (s, t) 2&12L12, (83)
where
f (s, t)=(2E) ’(t) | } {/( y(s)) % } {/(x(t, s)) (84)
(where we used (61)),
L= }dge , } V}} }d*e , & E*&}
=Liouville volume in T*G of \} V} 7 & E*& +; (85)
and
2=det(_(wj , uk)) j, k , (86)
_ being the symplectic form of T*(Rn_G*). Let ( y1 , ..., yn) and (*1 , ...*N)
denote linear coordinates in Rn and G*, respectively, with respect to the
bases [e1 , ..., en] and [E*1 , ..., E*N]. A straightforward but tedious calcula-
tion now shows that
2=det \a jkc&k
bj}
d&}+ , (87)
where
ajk=!yk , vk
(( } , } ) denoting either the real inner product on Rn or the duality between
G and G*, as in the next formula)
c&k=!*& , vk,
and where, writing
Yj,  :=dLg&1 (e) \gyj + # G, 4&,  :=dLg&1 (e) \
g
*& + ,
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bj} and d&} are given by
bj}=Q*‘ (Yj,  , V})
and
d&, }=Q*‘ (4&,  , V})&i(Ad*(g
&1
 ) E*& , V}).
We omit the details and simply note that we use the formula (14) for the
symplectic form on T*G, as well as Lemma 2.8 to simplify the expressions
for bj} and d&} . The next step will be to rewrite the expressions for the latter
two in terms of the forms Q‘ introduced in Subsection 2.5: this will replace
the derivatives of g by those of the Wong flow ‘ . We have, for example,
that by Lemma 2.8 (i),
bj} =Q‘ (ad*(Y, j) ‘ , ad*(V}) ‘)
=Q‘ \‘yj , ad*(V}) ‘+ .
We now fix a basis [E1 , ..., EN] of G, to be specified later, and choose
V}=Ad(g&1 ) E} .
Then, applying the identity ad*(Ad(g&1)X) ‘=Ad*(g&1) ad*(X) Ad*(g)‘
with g= g , ‘=‘ and X=E} , using the Ad*-invariance of Q‘) (formula
(34)) and remembering that Ad*(g) ‘=Ad*(g)( p(w))=p(z)=*0 we
find that
bj}=Q*0 \Ad*(g) ‘yj , ad*(E}) *0+ .
Similar manipulations give that d&} equals
Q*0 \Ad*(g) ‘*& , ad*(E}) *0 +&Q*0 (E*& , ad*(E}) *0)&i(E*& , E}) .
We will now make our final choices for the base [E}] and [E*& ]: let Z} # G
such that
ad*(Z}) *0=W} ;
the Z} are linearly independent modulo G*0 , the Lie algebra of the stabilizer
of *0 , and we can complete them to a basis [E}] of G by adding a basis
[H1 , ..., Hq], q=N&dim(0), of G*0 . We let H*j be the element of G* which
equals 1 on Hj and 0 on all other vectors of the basis [E}], and choose
[E*& ]=[H*j , ad*(Z&) *0].
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We note that, with these choices,
d&}=Q*0 \Ad*(g) ‘*& , W}+&Q**0 (Z& , Z})&i(*0 , [Z& , Z}]) .
If we now use (32), we find that the last two terms recombine to
Q**0 (Z& , Z})&i(*0 , [Z& , Z}])=&Q**0 (Z} , Z&)=&Q*0 (W} , W&).
If we now use that ad*(H) *0=0 for all H # G*0 and take vk=Oek , O any
orthogonal operator which maps | onto %, we easily find the expression for
2 given by the theorem. As for the Liouville volume (85), with these choice
of bases it equals
L= }dge \ E}+} }d*e \ E*&+}
(since the Haar measure is Ad*-invariant). Interpreting this as a Liouville
volume in T*G, we find that
L=|det((E*& , E}) ) j, k |=|det((*0 , [Z& , Z}]) )|,
which is the Liouville volume of W& in T(0)
Returning to (83), we see that the only term which depends on s and t
is f (s, t). We note that if t>0, then
y(s) # supp({/) and x (s, t) # supp({/) O s0, ’(t)=1
so that
|
R2
f (s, t) ds dt=(2E) |
T
t=0
|
s0
| } {/( y0+s - 2E |) %
_{/(r+(s+t) - 2E %) ds dt=1.
Collecting all the terms and replacing ! by - 2E % , this proves
Theorem 5.6.
6. APPENDIX: CLEAN COMPOSITION WITH COMPLEX PHASE
OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS
In this appendix we will briefly recall some basic notions from the theory
of complex phase oscillatory integrals
I (a, .)(x)=(2?)&N2 |
RN
ei.(x, %)a(x, %, ) d%. (88)
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We basically follow Melin and Sjo strand [16], but give a slightly different
presentation of the principal symbol of integrals like (88), which simplifies
the connection with the real phase theory. We also prove a clean composi-
tion theorem in a special case which suffices for the application in this
paper.
Let X be an analytic manifold of dimension n, and X a complex manifold
of dimension n such that X can be identified with a real submanifold of X
(the set of real points of X ). We denote by CTX , CT*X it’s complex
tangent and cotangent bundle, respectively, and by _C the complex sym-
plectic form on CT*X . To simplify the exposition, we will work with com-
plex analytic objects (phase functions, manifolds, etc.) rather than almost-
analytic ones like in [16]. In fact, Lie groups are real-analytic manifolds,
so this suffices for our purposes.
Following Melin and Sjo strand [16], we will call a complex-valued real-
analytic function ., defined in an open set V of X_RN a positive regular
phase function if im .0 and if the differentials dx% (.%j) (1 jq) are
linearly independent over C at all the points of
C.=[(x, %) # V, d%.(x, %)=0].
Concerning the amplitude a=a(x, %; ) in (88), we will simply assume that
a can be developed in an asymptotic series a&k &0 a&&, with the sup-
ports of all the a& , as well as that of a itself, contained in some fixed com-
pact subset K of V. We will call such an a a symbol of order k. For such
a the frequency set (cf. Robert [20]) FS(I) of I will be contained in
j. (C. & [Im .=0] & K), where j. (x, %)=(x, dx.(x, %)). Let .~ be a com-
plex-analytic extension of . to some complex neighborhood V of V in
X _CN (we will systematically use tildes to denote complex analytic
objects). One associates to . the complex analytic Lagrangian submanifold
4 . of the complex tangent space CT*X , defined by 4 . :=j.~ (C.~ ), where
C.~ :=[d% .(x~ , % =0]; . is called a parametrizing phase function of 4 . .
Note that j. (C. & [Im .=0]) is contained in (4 .)R :=4 . & T*X, the set
of real points of 4 . .
One shows, as in Melin and Sjo strand [16, Theorem 4.2], that (the
germs near (4 .)R ) of) 4 . and .~ b j &1.~ determine the class of oscillatory
integrals with phase ., modulo -dependent functions with empty fre-
quency set. We will call a complex analytic Lagrangian manifold 4 of
CT*X positive if it has a positive non-degenerate parametrizing phase
function near all points of 4 R :=4 & T*X.
Definition 6.1. Let 4 be a positive Lagrangian manifold. The set
Ik (X; 4 ) of oscillatory integrals of order k associated to 4 will be the set
of C half-densities u (>0) on X such that
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(i) For each point \0=(x0 , !0) # 4 R , there exists a positive regular
phase function . generating 4 near \0 , and a symbol a&k &0 a&& of
order k, such that
\  FS(u&I (a, .) |dx|12).
(ii) The functions u can be written as a locally finite sum of oscillat-
ing integrals with positive non-degenerate phases generating 4 , and of
functions whose L2 norms are O().
Note that the definition of the order here differs from the one used in
[16]. The positive Lagrangian manifolds we will encounter are of a rather
special type; cf. [16, Definition 3.3]:
Definition 6.2. A complex analytic Lagrangian submanifold of CT*X
is called strictly positive if it’s set of real points 4 R =4 & T*X is a C sub-
manifold of T*X and if, for all \ # 4 R and all v # CT4 ,
1
i
_C(v 7 v )0
with equality if and only if v is in T4 R C.
We will next review the principal symbol of an element of I k (X; 4 ). Let
4 /CT*(X ) be a positive complex Lagrangian submanifold, and let
\0=(x0 , !0) # 4 R . Let  be a complex-valued real-analytic function defined
on some neighborhood of x0 in X, such that
(a) dx(x0)=!0 and Im()(x)0 in some neighborhood of x0 in X.
(b) Graph(d ) intersects 4 transversally at \0 .
Note that (a) implies that Im 2x(x0)0; the latter is independent with
respect to real analytic changes of coordinates, provided dx (x0) is real-
valued.
Definition 6.3. Choose a function  as above, and also choose a
system of real analytic local coordinates x=(x1 , ..., xn) in some
neighborhood X1 of x0 . Let !=(!1 , ..., !n) be the induced coordinates on
the fibers of T*(X1). Then }~ =}~ =(}1 , ..., }n), where
}& :=! &&
 (x~ )
x~ &
defines a set of local coordinates on 4 near \0 , which will be called
admissible coordinates.
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Another way of looking at }~  is that it is the composition of the
(invariantly defined) symplectic map
(x~ , ! )  (x~ , ! +dx~  (x~ ))
with the projection ?! : CT*(X 1)&X 1_Cn  Cn induced by the choice of
local coordinates on X1 .
We next define a line-bundle L(4 ) on (an open neighborhood of 4 R in)
4 which will be the symbol-bundle of elements of I k (X, 4): L(4) is defined
using a covering of 4 by admissible coordinate systems (}~ , U}~ ) and trans-
ition functions s( } , }~ , }~ $) specified in the following definition:
Definition 6.4. (i) Let }~ 1 , }~ 2 be two systems of admissible coor-
dinates near \0 # 4 R , defined on open subsets U}~ 1 , U}~ 2 of 4, where }~ j is
associated to the function j , and where we suppose that the }~ j are defined
using the same system of local coordinates (x1 , ..., xn). We define a trans-
ition-function s(\, }~ 1 , }~ 2) as follows: choose a parametrizing phase func-
tion .=.(x, %) of 4 near \0=4 =4 . on U}~ 1 & U}~ 2 (shrinking he U’s if
necessary). Then
s(\, }~ 1 , }~ 2)=
(det i&1 hess(.~ & 2)( j &1.~ (\)))
12
(det i&1 hess(.~ & 1)( j &1.~ (\)))
12 , \ # U}~ 1 & U}~ 2 ,
the Hessians being computed using the local coordinates (x1 , ..., xn) from
the definition of }~ j . The square-roots are uniquely determined by - 1=1
and continuity: observe that both Hessians have positive semi-definite
imaginary part.
(ii) If }~ , }~ $ are two systems of admissible coordinates which use the
same function  but different local coordinate-systems x, x$ we take as
corresponding transition function of L(4 ) simply
s(\, }~ , }~ $)= }det \x$x (\)+}
&12
.
It is important to note that s(\; }~ 1 , }~ 2) does not depend on the choice
of the generating phase function .: this can be shown by using the fact,
mentioned before, that the class of oscillatory integrals [I (a, .)] only
depends on the Lagrangian manifold 4. and on .~ b j &1.~ (which is a locally
constant function on 4 ) and using the asymptotic expansion of
 I(a, .) e&i dx given by the complex stationary phase lemma of [16,
Theorem 2.3].
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Example 6.5. We consider the linearized situation (which suffices to
understand the general case). Let 4 be a Lagrangian plane in CT*(Cn)
given by a set of equations x~ =A! , with A a n_n complex symmetric
matrix. Then 4 is strictly positive iff A has negative semi-definite imaginary
part: Im A0. Let j (x)=(x, !0)+ 12(Bjx, x). Then }~ j :=}~ j=! &!0&
Bj x~ and, since 4 is parametrized by the phase function .(x, !)=(x, !) &
(A!, !)2 we have that
det(i&1 hess(.~ & j))=det \1i +\
&B
I
I
&A+
=det(I&BjA)=det \}~ j! + ,
the transversality-condition (b) on  above being equivalent to the non-
vanishing of the determinant. This shows that s(\; }~ 1 , }~ 2) coincides with
the transition functions as defined in [16, Proposition 6.2] and also shows
that
s(\; }~ 1 , }~ 2)=\det \}~ 2}~ 1++
12
, (89)
paving the way for the interpretation of L(4 ) as a bundle of half-densities.
This relation persists for non-linear 4 , using a non-homogeneous version of
[16, Lemma 3.4] and translation (if necessary). Of course we have to deal
with the all-important question of choice of square roots. Note that all the
Hessians occurring above are in the Siegel half-space [G complex sym-
metric, Im GO], and are invertible, so that one can without problem
define a holomorphic branch of the square root of the determinant, which
equals 1 on the identity matrix.
Remark 6.6. In [16] the transition functions were essentially defined as
the quotient of the det(I&BjA)12 ’s. One required that Im B<0, since for
these is possible to define a holomorphic branch of det(I&BA)12. This fails
in this form if B has only negative semi-definite imaginary part, but writing
det(I&BA) as the determinant of a 2n_2n-matrix we did above shows
that the conditions on B and thus on Im  can be weakened to the ones
stated. In particular, we are allowed to take real-valued ’s in the definition
of admissible coordinates and, in the case of real 4 the line bundle L(4)
just introduced coincides with the tensor product of the real half-density
bundle with Maslov bundle.
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A section of L(4), to be denoted symbolically by f}~ (d}~ )12, is a collec-
tion of functions f}~ : U}~  C, }~ ranging over the admissible coordinate
systems, such that
f}~ (\)=s(\, }~ , }~ $) f}~ $ (\)=(\)det \}~ $}~ (\)+ f}~ $ (\), (90)
where the sign is equal to the sign of det(x$x)(?X (\)), x and x$ being the
local coordinate systems on X used in the construction of }~ and }~ $ and
where the sign of the square root is determined by - 1=1 plus continuity.
In fact, two admissible coordinate systems }~ and }~ $ can be continuously
deformed into two associated to the same auxiliary function  (by passing
over complex-valued ’s), and for these, s(\, }, }$) is just equal to
|det(x$x)|&12.
The principal symbol of an element u of Ik (X, 4 ) is now defined as a
section of L(4 ): let }~ =}~  be an admissible coordinate system and sup-
pose that micro-locally on U} & 4R , u is represented by I (a, .) |dx|12,
where the real coordinates x=(x1 , ..., xn) are the same as those used in the
definition of }~ . Then the principal symbol of u will be the section of L(4 )
which on U}~ is given by :}~ ei.~ b j.~
&1, where
:}~ (\)=
a~ 0 ( j &1.~ (\))
(det i&1 hess(.~ & )( j &1.~ (\)))
12
(d}~ )12.
Here a~ 0 denotes some almost-analytic extension of a~ ; the symbol, as
defined here, will depend on the choice of almost-analytic extension, and
we should rather use equivalence classes as in [16]. However, in practice,
we will only need the principal symbol restricted to 4 R : cf. Theorem 6.9
infra. One easily verifies that the above expression indeed defines a section
of L(4 ).
Note that we include the oscillatory term in the principal symbol, rather
than treating it separately. Also note that the above expression for the prin-
cipal symbol simply is the main-term coefficient in the stationary phase
expansion of  I(a, .) e&i dx.
There is another way of looking at sections of L, which is convenient
when discussing composition. An admissible basis of CT\ (4 ) is, by defini-
tion, a basis of the form }~ |\ , where }~ =! &dx is some admissible coor-
dinate system (we are reversing the order in which these concepts are intro-
duced with respect to [16]). Such admissible bases can be characterized as
being the bases obtained by projecting a (real) basis of the tangent to the
real fiber F\ :=T\ (T*?(\) X) onto T\4 along a negative Lagrangian plane
L \ , transversal to both F\ and T\4 ; cf. [16, Definition 6.1]. Here L \
would be the complex tangent at \ to the graph of d . Melin and Sjo strand
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take L strictly negative, but this isn’t necessary for the same reasons as
above. We denote the set of such admissible bases of T\ (4) by B\ (4).
A section f =[ f} (d})12]} of L can now also be interpreted as a family
of functions f (\): B\ (0)  C satisfying
f (\)(v$)=sgn(v$, v)  v$ v f (\)(v), (91)
where sgn(v$, v) equals the sign of e$e, if e, e$ are the real bases of F\
which are projected onto v, v$ respectively. Here v denotes the exterior
product of all the elements in the (ordered) basis v. In fact, if
f =[ f} (d})12]} we simply define f (\)(} |\) :=f} (\). This definition is
consistent with (90). We will call a function f (\) satisfying (91) a complex
half-density on T\ (4 ).
The following example illustrates the discussion up till now, and is
typical of the complex phase oscillatory functions encountered in Section 5.
Example 6.7. Let
u (x)=eiS(x) |dx|12,
with S=S(x) real-analytic on X such that Im S(x)0. Then u=(u), >0
is in I0 (X, 1 ), where
1 =[(x~ , dx~ S ): x~ # X ].
1 is strictly positive iff [dx Im S(x)=0] is a C-manifold, along which the
Hessian of Im S(x) is transversally non-degenerate; this manifold can be
identified with 1 R . Let x0 # X such that dx Im (S(x0))=0 and choose local
coordinates at x0 . We let 7 :=S"xx(x0), the Hessian, identify T*X with
Rn_Rn, and fix some basis [e&] of Rn. We then find that the admissible
bases of Tx0, dx S(x0) (1 ) are exactly
[((7&B)&1 Re& , 7(7&B)&1Re&)],
where R # GL(n, R), and where B is a complex symmetric matrix with
Im B0 and (7&B) invertible. The value of the principal symbol of u on
this basis is eiS(x0) det(i&1 (7&B)&12) |det R|12.
We now suppose that S(x) is purely imaginary. Let [e&] be an orthonor-
mal basis of Rn (with respect to the standard Euclidean inner product)
such that the last k vectors form a basis of Ker(7). With respect to such
a basis we have that
7=\i710
0
0+ .
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Choosing
B=\00
0
&iI+ and R=\
71
0
0
I+
we find that [i&1 (e& , 7e&): 1&n] is an admissible basis, on which the
principal symbol of u equals eiS(x0).
We next turn to composition of symbols.
Lemma 6.8. Let 4 and 1 be two complex Lagrangian planes in CT*Cn,
with 1 positive and 4 real: 4 =4C, with 4 real Lagrangian. Then
(i) We have that
4 & 1 =(4 & 1 R )C (92)
and any real basis v of 4 & 1 R can be completed to admissible base [v, w]
and [v, u] of 4 and 1 , respectively.
(ii) If : and ; are two complex half-densities on 4 and 1 , respectively,
then one can define a density : b ; on 4 & 1 R as follows: if v is any basis of
4 & 1 R and if [v, w] and [v, u] are admissible bases as in (i), such that
moreover they are projections of real bases of F=T*0 Rn having the same
orientation, then we put
: b ;(v) :=
:(v, w) ;(v, u)
(det(i_(wj , wk)))12
. (93)
Here the matrix (i_(w j , wk) j, k) can be continuously deformed into a matrix
with non-negative real part, which fixes the choice of the square-root by con-
tinuity. The right hand side of (93) is independent of the choice of w and u.
Proof. All statements can be easily verified with a special choice of
(real) symplectic coordinates (x, !), such that 4 is given by x=A! and 1
by x~ =H! , A and H symmetric, Im H0, and such that F=[x=0]. This
is always possible (choose a real Lagrangian plane L transversal to 4, 1,
and F ).
If now 4/T*X and 1 /CT*X are Lagrangian submanifolds, with 1
strictly positive, such that 4 and 1 R intersect cleanly, we can apply the
above lemma to the tangent spaces at each point of the intersection. One
obtains in particular a map
L(4 )_L(1 )  |4 & 1 R |1, (94)
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where on the right we have the bundle of densities on 4 & 1 R , and where
4 is the analytic continuation of 4. We can now formulate the main result
of this appendix:
Theorem 6.9. Let 4 and 1 be analytic Lagrangian submanifolds of
CT*X such that 4 :=4 R is a real Lagrangian submanifold of T*(X) and 1
is strictly positive and such that 4 and 1 $R intersect cleanly, where, as usual,
1 $ :=[(x, !): (x, &!) # 1]. Let u=u # I k (X; 4) and v=v # I l (X; 1 ) be
two compactly supported oscillating halfdensities on X, with principal sym-
bols eiA: and eB;. We assume that the restriction S :=A+B is constant
on 4 & 1 R . Let e=dim(4 & 1 R ). Then we have a complete asymptotic
expansion
| u (x) v (x)=k+l+(n&e)2 (2?) (n&e)2 eiS :
&0
c& &,
with moreover
c0=|
4 & 1 R
: b ;$,
;$ being the pull-back of ; along (x, !)  (x, &!).
We emphasize that the symbol : of the real-phase Lagrangian oscillating
integral u is to be taken in the sense of the line-bundle L(4 ) introduced
above, i.e., including the Maslov factor. The hypothesis on the sum A+B
is always satisfied locally and will be satisfied globally if the intersection is
connected.
Proof (sketch). Since it suffices to prove a local version of the theorem,
and since everything is invariant, we may suppose, after perhaps having
multiplied u and v by an oscillating factor exp i(x, !0), that there exist
functions H and G, H real-valued and Im G0, such that 4 and 1 have
the form
4=[x=!H(!)], 1 =[x~ =! G (! )]
(this can be proved in the same way as [16, Lemma 3.4]; compare also
[10, Lemma 25.2.5]). We can then represent u and v by oscillatory
integrals with phase functions (x, !) &H(!) and (x, !)&G(!), and the
theorem becomes elementary to check.
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